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WELCOME
This report is the first of its kind from me. I want to keep it brief but passionate. The last two years were
a whirlwind in the realm of corporate communications. More than any time in history, corporate leaders
spoke on the topics of public health, racism, social justice, geopolitics, the great resignation, and more—
thanks to the changes spurred by the global pandemic.
Video meetings usurped conference calls, in-person gatherings vanished, and virtual communications
reigned. My company has witnessed it all and helped many corporate clients navigate the new normal.
This report will touch on those changes, as they are now a primer for what’s to come. As we look ahead, I
offer my opinions and thoughts on communicating in the near and distant future. Web3, anyone?
If you are looking for dozens of pages of data, footnotes and citations to survey responses, you won’t
find that in this report. If you want to get straight to the point on what’s coming in the next generation of
human interaction, then this report is for you!
I intend to cover topics that were once only seen in movies and sci-fi novels—like virtual reality, augmented
reality, and holograms—but now appear in some work environments. Except for a few companies (like
Accenture, Marriott, some hospitals, and obviously tech companies like Facebook and Samsung), most
business leaders haven’t explored the potential use of this so-called “futuristic tech” as a tool to more
efficiently run and to grow their businesses. The world has changed, however. Most working adults spent
more time in virtual rooms than in physical situations in the last few years. I don’t see that trend reversing.
As we head toward a new life in the metaverse, I believe new forms of communication will only accelerate.
The year 2021 was a blockbuster year for new tech—from blockchain and crypto to an extraordinary new
world poised at the intersection of finance, tech, and communications. What does that mean for corporate
and executive communications? How can internal and external teams meet new tech challenges while
championing innovative possibilities? Join me in the following few pages to demystify new terms, analyze
new opportunities, and brainstorm ways you and your team can stay at the forefront of the inevitable:
Web3.
Cheril Clarke
Founder, Phenomenal Writing
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THE
PRESENT
WAYS WE CURRENTLY COMMUNICATE
When the world shifted in early 2020, most of us hastily adjusted to virtual business communication
whether we were ready or not. In the U.S., the timing mattered. After tumultuous years of uncertainty on
all fronts, businesses faced the overwhelmingly urgent need to adapt.
To stay competitive, we adopted virtual tools as a necessary means to keep income creation and distribution
from coming to a complete halt. Those who embraced the shift were better able to succeed. Whether
through online meetings or virtual conferences, text-based chats or 3D holographic presence, virtual
communication supported business continuity despite ever-changing situations. That’s the positive, and
we can thank technology for that (and human creativity, determination, and resourcefulness).
For the most part, these methods continue to
be more convenient, safe, and often cheaper
than their predecessors. Many professionals are
more productive than we would be if we were still
commuting to and from office buildings, shuttling
between clients, or wasting precious time on
unproductive office chit-chat. However, a hidden
cost is starting to seep through the seams.
The current state of corporate communication
has us stuck in a virtual loop. Online meetings are
exhausting and usually not dynamic enough to retain
attention. They happen more than necessary.
We use Zoom (or its equivalent) even when we can
safely meet in person, and often when a face-to-face
discussion isn’t even needed. Every call doesn’t need to be a video call. Add in the use of Teams, WebEx,
Slack, Discord, Google, ZoHo, texts, emails, and we begin feeling the never-ending pressure to maintain
the flow of communication.
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With so many Americans still mostly working from

boomers want to be in the office more or prefer

home, that seemingly endless river of communication

traditional methods of communication, while

creates an expectation to leap into action, no matter

many Gen-Zs may like instant messaging apps

what time of day (or night or weekend). That’s the

and not going into an office at all. So much

negative, and we can blame technology for that.
Whether that expectation of being on call at all
times comes from a client, employer, team member,

depends on various personal factors for staffers,
but the challenges of communicating with the
intergenerational employee workforce are real.

or the pressure employees put on themselves, the

Everything points to our current state of corporate

result is the same. We are on the edge of

communications as a major challenge. But it’s

communication burnout.

also an opportunity. There is no question that the

What we talked about over the last few years
intensified too. Extreme political polarization, a
public health crisis of epic proportion, a powder
keg of race relations kicked off by the killing of
George Floyd, cancel

culture,

diversity,

equity

current status quo requires an adjustment, perhaps
even a major reconstruction. The mandate now is
to continue evolving, trying new tools, and using
innovative and powerful emerging communication
tools to propel us ahead.

and inclusion—all edgy topics that roared into
the public forum during and continue spurring
dialog.

Executives simultaneously cover more

topics than ever.
We’re all also adjusting to the needs and
preferences of a multi-generational workforce. While
it’s too simple to generalize, many companies
report that often,

THE
SOLUTION
We transform corporate communications by making it an integral organizational role rather than an
ancillary, transactional function. More communication leaders need to be C-suite partners. We can also
lean into the promise of new ways to invigorate the arena, like working in virtual or augmented reality
settings. They may still sound futuristic but are no longer out of reach and can galvanize workers with
fresh working environments and tools. We can also improve by understanding we’re entering an era
where workers want to highlight, not repress, their individuality. They want flexibility more than legacy
perks to feel valued in the workplace. Robust, empathetic and visionary communication can help with
that.
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THE
FUTURE
HOW WE CAN PIONEER, ADAPT, AND EVOLVE INTO DIGITALLY
INTEGRATED CONVERSATIONS
In the welcome message, I mentioned Web3. I think
it is essential to define this vague term edging its way
into conversations before we explore how business
communicators can benefit from the new technologies. So,
let’s begin there. While it may be most familiar to those in
tech, I believe Web3 might be common language soon. So,
what exactly is it?
For starters, Web3 is short for Web 3.0, or the third version of
the Internet. It is an evolution of the experience and access
to the web that many of us have become accustomed to
and taken for granted. Since there is no standard official
definition of Web3, the previous versions of the Internet
provide some context. Let’s start with Web 1.0.
An early version of the Internet existed in the late 1980s, but most people not in the government sector
did not have access to or use the Internet until the late 1990s. Static web pages full of information filled
the web during this time, and it was primarily read-only (some HTML forms for user input existed, but that
wasn’t the common method of use). Websites weren’t dynamic. They didn’t feel interactive. You didn’t “log
in” the way we do now, and online communities for conversations and debates didn’t yet exist. Corporate
leaders still addressed customers and stakeholders via traditional means like postal-mailed press releases,
and television and radio ads. Everyday people didn’t produce content either; they consumed it.
Enter Web 2.0. The second version of the web brought a powerful new feature: interactivity. Instead of
mainly being read-only, users began feeding and building web pages with information. Large social media
sites like MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube took off, but most businesses still weren’t feeling the
need to communicate on these platforms, even in the early 2000s. It wasn’t until enough user activity built
up and centralized concentration occurred, until a business case was made for shifting sizable chunks of
corporate communications onto the web.
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Once the major print media established huge presences
online, big business took note. Eventually the proliferation
of podcasts, web series, tweets, blogs, and social media
channels eclipsed traditional media (and its messengers,
professional reporters, and producers).
From the corporate newsroom to marketing and advertising
departments, ways to enhance corporate communications
in digital realms suddenly gleamed. Digital connection with
consumers came with a cost however, and that fee was
data privacy. The data users entered into social platforms
became a treasure chest of unique goods. It seemed a
win-win-win for a while, with users getting customized
content, centralized platform owners getting daily use,
and deploying extremely targeted messaging opportunities. Web 2.0 is the era of trading privacy for
customization, ease of use, and digital congregating. It also saw a shift from browser-based desktop
consumption to primarily consuming information via smartphones. This made “bite-sized” communications
necessary; five paragraphs on a mobile device look a LOT different than on a laptop. In Web2, corporate
communicators write faster, shorter, and snappier. Many also craft their messages with the express desire
that they be reshared as widely as possible on multiple social media platforms.

FINALLY, WE ARRIVE AT
WEB 3.0.
What is it, and will it be around a while? Right now, I believe
Web 3.0 is an enigmatic yet inevitable next evolution of the
Internet. One that embodies the concept of a decentralized
and interconnected web most likely powered by blockchain
technology. If you don’t understand how blockchain works,
click here for a simple-to-follow video overview.
The idea is that instead of you (and your posted material)
becoming the product of a centralized platform like Facebook
or LinkedIn, you will own your content. Web3 also offers the
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potential for person-to-person sharing without web tech companies in the middle determining values,
taking a cut, defining the terms, or keeping track of who is doing what. What does this mean for businesses?
Perhaps the end of monopolistic corporate practices. It might also mean that we are at the end of an era
where a few large companies control online interactions and a censorship-resistant web will rise.
Web3 might be the superhighway to the metaverse, and an entirely new relationship between people
and technology— replete with a new economy and business structures.
What is the metaverse? Generally, it refers to the concept of a super immersive virtual world where
people come together to socialize, explore, work, and more. Mark Zuckerberg pushed the term into our
consciousness in 2021 when he rebranded Facebook’s corporate parent with the name Meta. However,
the concept of a metaverse exists separately. (The word was first coined by novelist Neal Stephenson as
a “computer generated universe,” in his 1992 novel Snow Crash.)

8
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The metaverse offers incredible communication opportunities for businesses. Everything in the physical world
will be remade for the digital realm. Public speaking venues and conferences, shopping experiences, concerts
and sporting events, even religious gatherings. If you remember Second Life, think of that but reimagined to be
better, faster, stronger, and more integrated with the physical realm than we ever dreamed. Add augmented
reality to the mix, and you have an entirely new ecosystem in which many people will live, work, and play.
Marketing will have its challenges with making sure consumers feel their data is protected. If people put on
headsets to enter the metaverse—headsets with cameras and sensors that see even more of users’ homes
than smartphones, laptops and smart watches, for example—that means communication about trust and
security are crucial. If done right, communicating to large audiences will be more engaging, immersive, and
rewarding for all parties because it will
champion connection and people first.
Companies can establish positive relations by
sharing their motivations for using customer
data responsibly or without malice, as well as
delineating how they will use customer data
itself. Having good intentions isn’t enough.
Corporate communicators will have to share
such details in concise, easy-to-understand
language, ideally in a manner as engaging as
every other experience in the metaverse (not
bogged down by legalese that no ordinary
person will read although access to those
policies should still surely exist). Addressing
privacy issues head-on in the metaverse
– early and often – will be the way to go for
corporations.
Web3 inches us toward a version of the internet
where we log into sites using cryptocurrencybased wallets instead of usernames and
passwords, and transactions (such as buying
NFTs or agreeing to a company’s terms and
services) can be viewed on public blockchain
ledgers. Speaking of cryptocurrency wallets,
they also lend themselves to helping victims in
times of war. It will be interesting to see how
corporate donations fit into this equation in
the future.
PHENOMENALWRITING.COM
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Still in its infancy, Web3 is nevertheless on the way to our computers, phones, and heads. Companies
like Twitter, Microsoft, Nike, and many others are getting started now. Consider, for example,
healthcare organizations who can contemplate having 3D “digital twins” on which surgeons can do
test-run surgeries before operating on the actual patient.
Looking ahead, the entire Internet and the people and commerce that power it may be reinvented in
Web3. Sound crazy? Remember, people once thought consumer use of the Internet was a fad.

People mocked it. They didn’t understand it.

Let’s come back to now, and what the smart

Yet, here we are, and the Internet is what kept

corporate executive needs to know and prepare

most people, businesses, and organizations

for. Web3 is a concept of hundreds of small ideas

in developed nations afloat during the recent

that will, over time, congeal and shed into a new

pandemic. The sooner businesses give more

version of the Internet. Facebook/Meta doesn’t

profound thought to how they can harness the

own and can’t monopolize the metaverse; in

power of communicating on Web3, the better.

reality, there will be multiple metaverses. Many
governments and businesses can have their own

If Web3 develops as tech visionaries imagine, one

in which people gather. South Korea wants to

day Decentralized Autonomous Organizations

have the 5th-largest metaverse market by 2026.

(DAOs) may operate without the need for a CEO

Banking titan, JP Morgan recently announced that

at all. (We’re talking about a lot further in the

it is the first bank in the metaverse. The future of

future than everything else I’ve mentioned so far,

communicating on the web will need to be agile

but interesting to imagine.)

and fluid to keep up with the ebb and flow of the
stream until it finds its final path. Are you ready?
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BLOCKCHAIN AND
THE CORPORATE
NEWSROOM
In 2020, Verizon announced its ‘Full Transparency’ blockchain verification for news releases. This opensource product was pioneered to “raise the bar for corporate accountability” and sought to “transform
how the Verizon Corporate Newsroom publishes news releases by providing an authoritative record of
changes to public communications.”
According to the 2020 Edelman Trust Barometer, almost 60% of global consumers felt the media they
consume is contaminated and fake. According to Verizon, “Full Transparency’s goal is to change the way
corporate newsrooms provide visibility to their readers and hold themselves accountable for what they
communicate to the public.” This means all updates to press releases from the company will be logged
and permanently viewable. In other words, they cannot edit a release after its initial distribution and
pretend that original content was never altered.
Imagine a future in which the role of corporate communications, and how consumers consume
information about companies and products, will include radical transparency and reinstate trust.

VIRTUAL PRESENCE
HOW CAN WE MAKE IT BETTER?

Sick of Zoom, Teams, WebEx, and Google video meetings? Join the crowd.
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You don’t have to wait for the future to use Virtual Reality headsets in your work. I covered this extensively
in my Virtual Presentation Skills Master Class. Companies like Immersed and Spatial are leading a new way
to attend meetings, listen to all-staff announcements, and just make work more fun for their employees
and other constituencies. Why work or gather information in the same location every day when you can
put on a headset and feel like you’re working on the lush island of Jamaica, Costa Rica, or even in the
beautiful sceneries in South Africa, or Alaska (virtually, of course)? Putting on a headset is almost like
being teleported to any location in the world—and psychologically, you feel the peace and tranquility that
can come for working in your favorite destination.
Similarly, think of the possibilities for restaurants communicating their menus to diners using
Augmented Reality (AR). Corporate training, board meetings, and custom interactions with
products can be revolutionized with AR products like Microsoft Mesh, which promises “presence
and shared experiences from anywhere – on any device – through mixed reality applications.”
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For companies with larger budgets, holograms are

Blockchain projects like Ardrive and Arconnect

already in use for business leaders and educators

now allow permanent storage of our texts and

to communicate with audiences anywhere in the

multi-media for 200 years for a miniscule fee

world. This groundbreaking technology eliminates

(unlike current monthly subscription services).

the constraints of time and space, as you can

This will help preserve texts on the web even

see in the hyperlink above. I hope that the cost

if

eventually comes down so that mid-and smaller-

presses or impose other forms of censorship.

governments

shut

down

independent

sized companies can use the technology. You can
see more examples here.

The future of communications involves the
merging of man and machines. We have

Exciting

new

technologies

will

transform

communication; the only question is when. What’s

to

embrace

centered

for

change,
best

but

keep

possible

humanity
outcomes.

never in question lies at the core of any endeavor
with communication as its goal: reliance on words,

Technology comes at us fast. We won’t be able

language, story. For as long as humans have been

to keep up with every trend, but we want to

interacting, stories have connected us. They will

think about how to champion those that suit our

continue to do so until the end of time. What is

particular business needs as communicators.

excellent communication without phenomenal

We must be patient and curious, willing to

writing?

experiment with messaging and delivery. From
ad campaigns to public conversations (whatever

Tools like Grammarly and Jasper get better by the

the future version of a tweet is), as the adage goes,

day using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine

“the more things change, the more they stay the

learning to refine how we write. I believe we will

same.” We have to be open-minded and fearless.

see more tools like this helping us communicate
more fluidly and in ways that better suit our
evolving shorter attention spans. Writers will need
to know how to use new resources and embrace
emerging technologies vs. fearing them like Will
Smith did Sonny in iRobot. (We can’t let the thought
of humanoid robots writing poetry and creating art
scare us!)

Blockchain projects like Ardrive and Arconnect
now allow permanent storage of our texts and
multi-media for 200 years for a miniscule fee
(unlike current monthly subscription services).
This will help preserve texts on the web even if

www.phenomenalvoices.com
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WHAT STILL MATTERS,
NO MATTER WHAT?
We’ve learned much about ourselves, our organizations, and our customers while facing the challenges
of the pandemic. Yet what we’ve learned is nothing new, but more of a realization. We’ve realized that we
are all vulnerable humans with similar needs and motivations. It matters to us that the people we work
with and the companies we choose to do business with are attuned to the universal human connection.
With all the separation we endure, either through technology or imposed in some other way, being
human matters. We want that emotional connection, the feeling, experience, and the knowing that
comes from sharing, but in better ways than before. We need methods that give us life rather than
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burn us out. We must tell better stories and find more lively ways of doing so. Augmented reality,
virtual reality, and Web3 all offer unique openings to meet these needs. From public relations to
public speaking events, exciting opportunities lie ahead as we continue to tell our corporate stories.
Active two-way communication is necessary for communicating vital information between employees
at all levels, partners, and customers. At PhenomenalWriting.com, we understand the challenges of
educating the public about new concepts and breaking down complex topics in an exciting way. Our
writers understand these emerging trends. If your organization needs help conveying its enthusiasm, we
can help. Whether you need a series of articles explaining how your company will leverage a blockchain or
help advising senior management on communications strategies around product launches, we can do it.
Communication is the lifeblood of every business, no matter the industry or type of business. To learn
more about how we can help you tell a better story, contact us today.
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ABOUT
CHERIL CLARKE
Writer Cheril Clarke is the founder of Phenomenal Writing, LLC
(PW), a boutique executive communications consulting firm.
The team at PW provides ghostwriting and speechwriting
services to clients worldwide, including global organizations
such as UPS, GE, and more. Clarke also produces the podcast
Bite-Sized Business Communication Tips, featuring advice for
communicating better orally or through text.
Clarke’s writing career spans 20 years ago, and also includes
the publication of five novels, several e-books, multiple
children’s books, poetry collections, short films, music, and
award-winning stage plays. She has been noted by USA Today,
The Washington Post, The Atlanta Business Chronicle and other
publications. A transplant to Atlanta, GA, Cheril lives with her
wife, Monica, and their two Shih Tzus: Foxy Roxy and Sash
(not so) Fierce.
Disclaimer
The contents of this report were created by the team at Phenomenal Writing, LLC and is
meant for informational and entertainment purposes only. Links to other sites are not
endorsements or recommendations by Phenomenal Writing, LLC.
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